Overview

One of the roles of a GenRocket organization administrator is to know how GenRocket is being used within the company. How do you get visibility to that statistical information, given that GenRocket is used by distributed teams across your organization?

G-Analytics provides important statistical data and audit reports of how the GenRocket platform is used and who in your organization is using it. With this information, you can calculate and realize the ROI of using GenRocket.

To do that you need the statistical information from the GenRocket Cloud (where a project is modeled and designed) as well as key runtime statistics from your local environments where GenRocket generates test data.

Key Features

- Usage and runtime statistics
- Near real-time data (updates every 60 seconds!)
- Easy to use, intuitive reports
- Export data to CSV (APIs coming soon)
- Data visualization into graphs and charts
- Lots of different reports available (from high level to granular)

Benefits

- Monitor, measure and report on GenRocket usage to meet various executive and compliance reporting needs
- Calculate ROI and other important metrics to help track usage of GenRocket within your organization
- Understand better how your organization’s users are using GenRocket

For More Information about G-Analytics, please contact GenRocket sales, account management or support.